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Crowding for faces is determined 
by visual (not holistic) similarity: 
Evidence from judgements of eye 
position
Alexandra V. Kalpadakis-Smith1, Valérie Goffaux2,3,4 & John A. Greenwood  1

Crowding (the disruption of object recognition in clutter) presents the fundamental limitation on 
peripheral vision. For simple objects, crowding is strong when target/flanker elements are similar 
and weak when they differ – a selectivity for target-flanker similarity. In contrast, the identification 
of upright holistically-processed face stimuli is more strongly impaired by upright than inverted 
flankers, whereas inverted face-targets are impaired by both – a pattern attributed to an additional 
stage of crowding selective for “holistic similarity” between faces. We propose instead that crowding 
is selective for target-flanker similarity in all stimuli, but that this selectivity is obscured by task 
difficulty with inverted face-targets. Using judgements of horizontal eye-position that are minimally 
affected by inversion, we find that crowding is strong when target-flanker orientations match and 
weak when they differ for both upright and inverted face-targets. By increasing task difficulty, we show 
that this selectivity for target-flanker similarity is obscured even for upright face-targets. We further 
demonstrate that this selectivity follows differences in the spatial order of facial features, rather than 
“holistic similarity” per se. There is consequently no need to invoke a distinct stage of holistic crowding 
for faces – crowding is selective for target-flanker similarity, even with complex stimuli such as faces.

We have all experienced the difficulty of trying to locate a friend in a busy shopping centre or our favourite shirt 
in a pile of clothes. This task becomes especially hard when the face or item of clothing that we are searching for is 
located not in our central/foveal vision, but our visual periphery. Although part of this difficulty can be attributed 
to reductions in peripheral visual acuity1,2, peripheral vision is further limited by crowding – the curious phenom-
enon whereby objects that are otherwise readily identifiable in isolation become jumbled and indistinguishable in 
clutter3,4. The strength and spatial scale of crowding5,6 has led to it being described as the fundamental limitation 
on object recognition in peripheral vision7.

Crowding disrupts the identification of a range of fundamental visual dimensions, including orientation6,8–10, 
colour11–13, size14, and motion13,15. Crowding is also selective for differences between the target object and sur-
rounding flanker elements along these dimensions. For simple stimuli, crowding is strong when features in the 
target and flanker elements are similar in these dimensions, and weak when they differ10,11,13,16–18. Importantly, 
this selectivity for target-flanker similarity is typically symmetric: a red target surrounded by green flankers will 
reduce crowding as much as a green target amongst red flankers.

The generality of this selectivity for target-flanker similarity has been questioned by the observation that the 
crowding of faces is qualitatively different from crowding for simple objects. Louie et al.19 found that the identifi-
cation of an upright target face was more strongly disrupted by upright than inverted flankers, whereas the iden-
tification of an inverted target face was equally impaired by both upright and inverted flankers. This asymmetry 
was attributed to a selectivity for “holistic similarity”, a criterion that is met when both target and flanker faces are 
upright, and thus processed holistically20–24. Cropped images of houses were also found to be equally impaired by 
upright and inverted house flankers, matching the pattern seen with inverted target faces. From these findings, 
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Louie et al.19 claim that similarity in orientation modulates crowding only when the target is processed holistically 
and not for objects processed in a part-based or featural manner (i.e. houses and inverted faces). Although it is 
odd that this latter “featural” pattern of crowding differs from the above studies with simple stimuli10,11,13,16 (where 
a symmetric selectivity for target-flanker similarity is observed), Louie et al. concluded that there are distinct 
crowding mechanisms for holistically processed faces and featurally processed objects. These findings have been 
further taken to suggest that crowding consists of multiple independent stages in the visual hierarchy7,19,25–27.

We propose an alternative explanation. Although the inversion of a face clearly changes its potential for holis-
tic processing20–23, it also increases the difficulty with which the identity of that face is recognised. We suggest 
that this increase in task difficulty could obscure the more general selectivity for target-flanker similarity that is 
typically observed for crowding. In other words, it may be these variations in task difficulty, and not the presence 
or lack of holistic processing per se, that cause the curious asymmetric selectivity in the crowding of faces. A 
demonstration of this nature would eliminate the need for additional processing stages to account for the crowd-
ing of faces, and suggest that common principles apply for the crowding of both simple and complex objects. 
Here, we begin by replicating the “holistic similarity” effect, before introducing an eye-judgement task28 that 
allows the measurement of face crowding with matched difficulty across upright and inverted target conditions, 
as well as the independent manipulation of task difficulty. We argue that there is indeed a common selectivity for 
target-flanker similarity that determines the crowding of both simple objects and complex elements such as faces.

Experiment 1
Our first aim was to replicate the findings of Louie et al.19 with some variations in stimuli and experimental 
design, in order to verify that any conflicting findings were not due to differences in these factors. We thus began 
with an identity-matching task where observers judged whether a peripheral target face had the same or a dif-
ferent identity as a reference face (Fig. 1A). The target face was presented either upright or inverted, in isolation 
(“uncrowded”) as well as in the presence of flanker faces (“crowded”) that themselves could be either upright or 
inverted.

Methods. Observers. Seven observers participated in Experiment 1 (5 females, Mage = 23.9 years). This sam-
ple size was deemed sufficient given that it doubles that of prior studies19. Two of the authors (AKS and JAG) took 
part in all experiments; the rest of the observers were naïve. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. For all 
experiments, experimental protocols and procedure were approved by the University College London Research 
Ethics Committee. The protocols and procedure complied with the Declaration of Helsinki, and written informed 
consent was obtained from all participants prior to each experiment.

Apparatus. Experiments were programmed with MATLAB (MathWorks) on a Macintosh computer running 
PsychToolbox29–31. Stimuli were presented on a 21′′ cathode ray tube monitor (LaCie Electron 22 Blue IV) with 
a resolution of 1152 × 870 pixels and a 75 Hz refresh rate. The monitor was calibrated with a Minolta CS100A 
photometer to give mean and maximum luminance values of 50 cd/m2 and 100 cd/m2. Stimuli were viewed binoc-
ularly from 50 cm, with head movements minimised using head and chin rests. Experiments took place in a dark 
room, with responses made using a keyboard.

Stimuli. 14 adult female Caucasian faces with a neutral frontal gaze were selected from the Radboud Faces 
Database32. Using Adobe Photoshop, all faces were grayscale filtered, and edited to fit their internal features inside 
an oval window of 272 × 395 pixels. A generic background face texture was created, which was free of external 
cues like glasses and the hairline that can contribute to identification accuracy33,34. The features of each face (eyes, 
nose, mouth, and chin) were placed onto this matched background, along with a generic pair of eyebrows that was 
created for all faces. Luminance values were adjusted to span the range from 0–100 cd/m2 in all faces. Face RaDF-
090-1232 was selected as the reference face for all experiments. The remaining 13 faces were used as distractor 
targets and flankers (Fig. 1B). When flankers were present, six flankers were presented on each trial, fixed on an 
ellipse around the target with a position along the ellipse that varied from trial to trial (see Fig. 1B).

The size of the faces was determined individually for each observer during practice blocks. By varying the 
size of face stimuli parametrically we selected a size where observers were capable of at least 90% accuracy with 
uncrowded upright targets and between 70–80% for targets surrounded by matched flankers. By using such a high 
performance criterion to determine stimulus size, it is unlikely that any limitations from within-face crowding35 
(crowding between the features of the face) play a substantial role in our results. Sizes ranged from 2.4–3.6° hori-
zontally and 3.5–5.2° vertically, with means of 3.1° and 4.5°, respectively.

The relative centre-to-centre distance between target and flankers was fixed at 1 × the width of the target. 
This resulted in variation in the absolute centre-to-centre target-flanker separation between observers, given the 
above size variations. Nonetheless, if we assume that the region of interference is half the eccentricity of the target, 
following standard measurements4,5, then all of our stimuli fell well within the 6° interference zone for crowding 
at 12° eccentricity.

Procedures. Observers were required to fixate at all times on a Gaussian fixation point with an SD of 3.6 arcmins. 
Each trial began with the presentation of the reference face at fixation for 500 ms. The location of the reference 
face was jittered by 25 pixels on each trial to avoid alignment with the peripheral target that could provide extra-
neous cues to the task, particularly for the eye position judgements in subsequent experiments. This was followed 
by the presentation of the target face at 12° eccentricity in the right visual field. The target was either presented 
in isolation or surrounded by 6 flankers. A 1/f noise mask was then presented for 200 ms at the target location 
(see Fig. 1A), with a size that covered both target and flanker elements for each observer. After presentation 
of the mask, observers made a same/different judgement for the target face in relation to the reference face, 
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regarding identity (“is the target face the same or a different identity from the reference?”). The identity of the tar-
get matched that of the reference face on 50% of the trials, and in the rest it was one of the 13 distractor identities.

There were two target orientation conditions, upright and inverted, and three crowding conditions: 
“uncrowded”, where the target was presented in isolation, “crowded-same”, where the flankers matched the orien-
tation of the target (e.g. upright flankers around an upright target), and “crowded-different”, where the orientation 
of the flankers differed from the target. This resulted in 2340 trials (3 crowding conditions × 2 same/different con-
ditions × 13 different distractor face identities × 5 repetitions per face identity × 3 blocks × 2 target orientations).

Prior to completing the set of experimental blocks for each experiment, observers completed one or more 
practice sessions, with auditory feedback for incorrect responses. Practice began with uncrowded trials and pro-
gressed to crowded trials after achieving at least 90% accuracy.

Results and Discussion. We examined the recognition of identity in upright and inverted target faces in 
three crowding conditions: the target was either uncrowded and presented in isolation, surrounded by flankers 
of matching orientation, or surrounded by flankers of different orientation (see Fig. 1B). For each condition, d′ 
was calculated as an indicator of face-recognition sensitivity (see Fig. 1C) by subtracting the z-score of the false 

Figure 1. Stimulus time-course, design, and results of the identity-matching procedure in Experiment 1. (A) 
Stimulus time course: Each trial began with the presentation of a Gaussian fixation dot, followed by the reference 
face (500 ms) at fixation, then the target (500 ms, surrounded by flankers) at 12 degrees in the right visual field, 
and a mask (250 ms). Observers responded after the mask. A flankers-match condition with an inverted target is 
depicted. This time course was the same for all experiments. (B) Experimental conditions: Two target orientation 
conditions were presented in Experiment 1: upright (top panel) and inverted (bottom panel). There were three 
crowding conditions: the target face presented in isolation (no flankers), the target surrounded by flanker faces 
of the same orientation (flankers match), and the target surrounded by flankers of different orientation (flankers 
differ). Face stimuli were taken from the Radboud Faces Database32 and edited as described in the Methods. 
(C) Results of Experiment 1: Results plotted for the three crowding conditions, for upright and inverted targets 
(N = 7). Average d′ values are depicted by bars; dots show d′ for each observer. Grey brackets indicate the 
significance level of each condition comparison (n.s. not significant, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01).
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alarm rate (incorrect “different” responses when target and reference faces were matched) from the z-score of the 
hit rate (correct “different” responses when target and reference faces differed)36. A two-way repeated measures 
ANOVA was conducted with target orientation and crowding condition as factors. This analysis revealed signif-
icant main effects of target orientation (F[1, 6] = 12.84, P = 0.012), with identity more accurately recognised in 
upright than inverted faces, and crowding condition (F[1.15, 6.91] = 19.81, P = 0.003, Greenhouse-Geisser cor-
rected). The interaction between target orientation and crowding condition was also significant (F[2, 12] = 9.68, 
P = 0.003). Planned comparisons using paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction showed that for upright target 
faces, crowding was modulated by the orientation of the flankers: performance was strongly impaired when the 
upright target was surrounded by similarly upright flankers (“flankers match”) and significantly less impaired 
with inverted flankers (“flankers differ”; t[6] = −6.91, P = 0.0009). Importantly, this was not the case for inverted 
target faces: both inverted and upright flankers were equally disruptive on performance, with no significant dif-
ference between the two (t[6] = 0.27, P > 0.99).

We therefore replicate the effects of Louie et al.19: for an identity-matching task, crowding is modulated by 
the orientation of the flankers for upright target faces, but not for inverted targets. The lack of selectivity for the 
orientation of the flankers with inverted target faces has been used to argue that crowding is selective for “holistic 
similarity”19,25. Louie et al.19 further observed a trend (P = 0.055) towards upright flankers being more disruptive 
on an inverted target than inverted flankers, and speculated that this may be due to holistic information in the 
upright flankers over-riding the featural information of the inverted targets. Although a subset of our observers 
also show this pattern, an equal number of observers show the opposite (more crowding with inverted than 
upright flankers on an inverted target). Therefore, with a larger sample, we find no evidence to support stronger 
interference with upright flanker faces when the target is inverted.

The basis of the argument for holistic crowding derives from the inversion effect, a difference in the difficulty 
with which upright and inverted faces are recognised. This difference in difficulty has been taken to suggest dis-
tinct processing styles: holistic or configural for upright faces, and featural or part-based for inverted20–24. The 
effect of inversion on face recognition can be seen in the current experiment by comparing upright and inverted 
uncrowded target face conditions in Fig. 1C. However, this leads to an alternative interpretation of the effects of 
crowding on faces: we propose that it is the difference in task difficulty with upright vs. inverted target faces that is 
responsible for the asymmetric pattern of crowding for faces, and not the differential engagement of holistic pro-
cessing. Namely, the increased difficulty in recognising inverted faces could make it more difficult to then release 
that target from crowding with flankers of a different orientation, resulting in an apparent lack of target-flanker 
selectivity. If this were the case, it should be possible to reveal this selectivity for target-flanker similarity with 
both upright and inverted target faces by matching the difficulty of target recognition in upright and inverted 
conditions.

Experiment 2
Here we investigated the selectivity of face crowding with matched task difficulty between upright and inverted 
target orientations. To achieve this, we examined crowding using judgements of the horizontal separation 
between the eyes (interocular distance) in face stimuli, a task that has been shown to be minimally affected by 
inversion28, and therefore of similar difficulty for upright and inverted targets. For this task, the holistic similar-
ity account19 would predict that even with matched difficulty, crowding for inverted target faces should not be 
modulated by the orientation of the flankers, as inverted faces are not processed holistically. In fact, it could be 
argued that this eye-judgement task relies primarily on featural rather than holistic processes, given that a sig-
nificant difference in the difficulty between upright and inverted face recognition is the typical marker of holistic 
engagement20,21,23,24. Were this the case, the holistic account19 would predict that there should be no modulation 
of crowding by the orientation of the flankers for either upright or inverted target faces (i.e. the pattern observed 
above with inverted target faces and houses in an identity-matching task). In contrast, we propose that crowding 
has a general symmetric selectivity for target-flanker similarity regardless of the degree of holistic engagement, 
but that this can be obscured by heightened task difficulty. In this case, by matching task difficulty for upright and 
inverted targets, we should observe selectivity for target-flanker similarity in both target conditions.

Methods. Methods were generally similar to Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. Seven observers (4 
females, Mage = 25.1 years) participated in Experiment 2, all with normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

To manipulate the horizontal eye positions within faces, the eyes and eyebrows of the reference face were 
shifted inwards from their original positions within the oval window by 20 pixels. This face with inward-shifted 
eyes served as the target in the trials when the target differed from the reference face, which was again face RaDF-
090-1232 with the eyes in their original positions. For the flankers, three had no eye shift (“eyes normal”), while 
the rest had the eyes shifted 20 pixels inwards from their original positions (see Fig. 2A). Stimulus sizes varied 
between 2–4° horizontally with a mean of 2.9°, and 2.9–5.8° vertically with a mean of 4.2°. Given these variations 
in the sizes of the presented faces, this resulted in horizontal eye shifts between 0.15–0.30° for each observer, with 
a mean of 0.21°.

Observers were shown peripheral target faces at 12° eccentricity with interocular separations that were either 
unaltered or shifted inwards. They were required to make a same/different judgement for the target in relation to 
the reference face presented foveally, regarding the horizontal eye position (“are the eyes of the target face the same 
or different from the reference?”). The target had matched eye position to the reference on 50% of the trials, and 
in the rest it had the eyes shifted inwards.

As in Experiment 1, there were two target orientation conditions, upright and inverted, and three crowd-
ing conditions: “uncrowded”, where the target was presented in isolation, “crowded-same”, where the flankers 
matched the orientation of the target (e.g. upright flankers around an upright target), and “crowded-different”, 
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where the orientation of the flankers differed from the target (see Fig. 2A). This resulted in 1440 trials (3 crowding 
conditions × 2 same/different conditions × 30 repetitions per face × 4 blocks × 2 target orientations).

Results and Discussion. We calculated d′ as a measure of observers’ sensitivity to differences in 
eye-separation, with results shown in Fig. 2B. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted, with 
target orientation and crowding condition as factors. The main effect of target orientation was not signifi-
cant (F[1,6] = 2.05, P = 0.202), indicating that there was no measurable difference in performance for upright 
and inverted targets. We did however find a significant main effect of crowding condition (F[2,12] = 127.35, 
P < 0.0001), as well as a significant interaction between the two factors (F[2,12] = 4.32, P = 0.039), which we 
investigated further with planned Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests. For an upright target face, the identifi-
cation of horizontal eye-shifts was strongly impaired with upright flankers and significantly less impaired with 
inverted (t[6] = −3.32, P = 0.032), as with identity judgements in Experiment 1. Crucially, performance with 
an inverted target was strongly impaired by inverted flankers and significantly less impaired by upright flankers 
(t[6] = −3.20, P = 0.038), unlike the pattern observed for inverted targets in Experiment 1.

We find that crowding is modulated by the orientation of the flankers for both upright and inverted target 
faces. This is contrary to the prediction of the holistic account of crowding that there should be no effect of flanker 
orientation for stimuli that are not processed holistically, such as inverted faces19. Furthermore, our task did not 
produce a significant difference between upright and inverted targets when uncrowded. If this lack of an inversion 
effect was taken to indicate a lack of holistic engagement, then according to Louie et al.19 we should have found 
no flanker modulation of crowding even with upright target faces. In fact we find the opposite: both upright and 
inverted target faces produced a pattern of results resembling that seen for upright faces in the identity-matching 
task of Experiment 1.

We argue that this symmetric pattern of target-flanker similarity emerged here due to the matched task dif-
ficulty between upright and inverted target conditions (which can be seen with uncrowded performance). This 
is in line with our account of crowding being selective for target-flanker similarity in all stimuli, including faces.

Alternatively, it could be argued that this general selectivity emerged in Experiment 2 because of the switch 
in task from identity judgements to eye judgements. Indeed it has been argued that the nature of the task can be 
central to the pattern of crowding26. As such, the selectivity for target-flanker similarity observed in this experi-
ment could be due to the eye-judgement task primarily engaging featural (rather than holistic) processes. To rule 
out this interpretation, we next examined crowding using a vertical eye-judgement task that is susceptible to the 
inversion effect.

Figure 2. Design and results of the horizontal eye-shift procedure in Experiment 2. (A) Experimental 
conditions: Two target orientation conditions were presented in Experiment 2: upright (top panel) and inverted 
(bottom panel). There were three crowding conditions: the target face presented in isolation (no flankers), 
the target surrounded by flanker faces of the same orientation (flankers match), and the target surrounded by 
flankers of different orientation (flankers differ). The horizontal eye position of the target was either the same 
(“normal”, no eye-shift) or different (eyes shifted inwards). Face stimuli were taken from the Radboud Faces 
Database32 and edited. (B) Results of Experiment 2: Results plotted for the three crowding conditions, for upright 
and inverted targets (N = 7). Bars indicate average d′; dots indicate d′ for each observer. Grey brackets indicate 
the significance level of each condition comparison (n.s. not significant, *P < 0.05).
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Experiment 3
Although horizontal eye-shifts are minimally affected by inversion, vertical eye shifts have been shown to be dis-
rupted in a similar fashion to identity judgements28. If it is the increased task difficulty resulting from inversion 
that obscures selectivity for target-flanker similarity, then we should find a pattern of results comparable to that 
observed with identity judgements (as seen in Experiment 1 and Louie et al.19). Specifically, the susceptibility of 
vertical-eye shifts to the inversion effect should give a modulation of crowding by flanker orientation for upright 
target faces, but not for inverted target faces. In contrast, if the change from identity judgements to more featural 
eye-shift judgements is responsible for the symmetric pattern of crowding in Experiment 2, then the same sym-
metric pattern should be observed with vertical eye-judgements: crowding should be modulated by the orienta-
tion of the flankers for both upright and inverted faces.

Methods. All experimental details were identical to Experiment 2, with the following exceptions. Five observ-
ers (2 males, Mage = 26) took part, all with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. To construct the stimuli for this 
experiment we shifted the eyes and eyebrows of the reference face (RaDF-090-1232) by 20 pixels along the vertical 
axis. This face served as the target in the trials in which the target differed from the reference face (with unal-
tered eye positions), as well as three of the six flanker faces in crowded trials (see Fig. 3A). Stimulus sizes varied 
between observers, ranging from 2.3–4.0° (M = 3°) horizontally, and 3.3–5.8° (M = 4.6°) vertically. This resulted 
in on-screen vertical eye-shifts for each observer ranging from 0.17–0.24° (M = 0.21°). As in Experiment 2, we 
tested observers’ performance on two target orientations and three crowding conditions (see Fig. 3A).

Results and Discussion. We again calculated d′ as a measure of sensitivity to differences in vertical 
eye-position (see Fig. 3B). These values were analysed using a two-way repeated measures ANOVA. Analyses 
revealed a main effect of crowding condition (F[2, 8] = 38.10, P < 0.0001). There was no main effect of target ori-
entation (F[1, 4] = 3.40, P = 0.139), despite four out of five subjects performing worse with inverted target faces 
than upright, similar to prior work28. We suspect this is due to the large variability in performance for inverted 
targets, rather than the lack of an inversion effect per se, and indeed the large effect size (η2

partial = 0.46) suggests 
that this may be the case. Additionally, the ANOVA also revealed a significant interaction between target orienta-
tion and crowding condition (F[2, 8] = 6.44, P = 0.22). Planned paired t-tests with Bonferroni corrections showed 
that crowding followed the same pattern as in identity-matching tasks: crowding was strong for upright targets 
with upright flankers and significantly weaker with inverted flankers (t[4] = −3.58, P = 0.046). As in Experiment 
1, there was no modulation of crowding by flanker orientation for inverted targets, with similarly poor perfor-
mance for both upright and inverted flankers (t[4] = 0.88, P = 0.86).

We thus replicate the “holistic similarity” pattern of crowding with an eye-judgement task, as previously 
observed for identity judgements in both the study by Louie et al.19 and in our replication in Experiment 1. As 
such, eye-judgement tasks can also produce the pattern of results previously attributed to holistic crowding pro-
cesses. Consequently, a switch in task26, from identity- to eye-judgements cannot explain the differing pattern 
of selectivity that arose in Experiment 2. We argue that the common factor in these experiments is the role of 
task difficulty – crowding is modulated by the orientation of the flankers when uncrowded target identification 

Figure 3. Design and results of Experiment 3 with vertical eye-judgements. (A) Experimental conditions: Two 
target orientations were presented: upright (top panel) and inverted (bottom panel). The crowding conditions 
were identical to Experiments 1 & 2. The target face could have the same vertical eye positions with the 
reference (“normal”, no eye-shift), or different (eyes shifted down). Face stimuli were taken from the Radboud 
Faces Database32 and edited. (B) Results of Experiment 3: Results plotted for the three crowding conditions, for 
upright and inverted targets (N = 5). Bars depict average d′ values; dots show d′ for each observer. Grey brackets 
indicate the significance level of each condition comparison (n.s. not significant, *P < 0.05).
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is easy (for upright target faces in all tasks and for horizontal-eye judgements with inverted targets), and is 
obscured when the task is difficult (for identity and vertical-eye judgements with inverted targets). Were this 
the case, it should be possible to obscure this modulation of crowding even for an upright target face, simply by 
increasing task difficulty. In other words, with increased difficulty in a task where crowding shows selectivity for 
target-flanker similarity, it should be possible to “turn off ” the modulatory effects of the flankers. In Experiment 4 
we test this by increasing the difficulty of horizontal eye-judgements, a manipulation that also allows us to further 
explore the role of holistic processes in eye-judgement tasks.

Experiment 4
Here, our primary aim was to investigate the role of task difficulty on judgements of horizontal eye position 
within upright target faces. Varying the amount of horizontal displacement allows a straightforward manipula-
tion of task difficulty, without changing parameters such as eccentricity or target-flanker separation that would 
affect the magnitude of crowding5. If task difficulty can obscure the selectivity of crowding for target-flanker 
similarity in inverted target faces (making both upright and inverted flankers equally disruptive to identification), 
then by increasing the difficulty of our horizontal eye-judgement task (by decreasing the displacement of the 
eyes), it should also be possible to disrupt the selectivity for target-flanker similarity in upright target faces. Were 
this possible, upright and inverted flankers should produce equivalent levels of crowding for an upright target. 
Alternatively, if task difficulty does not modulate the effect of crowding on faces, then the recognition of upright 
target faces should be more disrupted by upright than inverted flankers in all cases where uncrowded perfor-
mance is above chance. We examine this possibility in Experiment 4a (Fig. 4A).

Previous studies37 have in fact demonstrated that when differences in facial features are more subtle, holistic 
processes are more strongly engaged. As such, horizontal eye judgements with a reduced displacement in the eyes 
should not only become more difficult, but may also engage holistic processes to a greater degree than the larger 
displacements in Experiment 2. If crowding is modulated by holistic similarity, this increased holistic engagement 
should increase (or at least maintain) the difference in crowding between upright and inverted flanker conditions. 
In order to assess this possibility, in Experiment 4b (Fig. 4C) we compared uncrowded performance with upright 
and inverted targets for both small and large eye displacements to seek the presence of an inversion effect (the 
classic indicator of holistic engagement20–24). If horizontal eye judgements can engage holistic processes when 
feature differences are subtle, we should find an inversion effect with small eye displacements. If crowding is 
sensitive to holistic similarity, the presence of an inversion effect with these small displacements should coincide 
with a difference between the upright and inverted flanker conditions in Experiment 4a. In contrast, an inversion 
effect for small displacements in Experiment 4b in the absence of any difference between flanker conditions in 
Experiment 4a would provide further evidence that crowding does not rely on holistic similarity.

Methods. Experiment 4a. Methods were identical to those of Experiment 2, with the following exceptions. 
Five observers (2 females, Mage = 27.4 years) who participated in Experiment 2 took part. To increase task diffi-
culty, the displacement of the horizontal eye position was reduced compared to Experiment 2: the eyes and eye-
brows of face RaDF-090-1232 were shifted inwards by 10 pixels (half the displacement of Experiment 2). Stimulus 
sizes varied between 2.1–3.6° (M = 3.1°) horizontally and 3.0–5.2° (M = 4.5°) vertically, leading to on-screen hori-
zontal eye displacements of 0.08–0.13° (M = 0.11°). As in Experiment 2, observers were shown peripheral target 
faces at 12° eccentricity that were either unaltered or shifted inwards, and were required to judge whether the tar-
get face was the same or different from the reference with regards to horizontal eye position. As the target face was 
always upright, this resulted in three crowding conditions: “uncrowded”, “crowded-same, and “crowded-different” 
and 720 trials (3 crowding conditions × 2 same-different conditions × 30 repetitions per face × 4 blocks).

Experiment 4b. Five observers (2 males, Mage = 31.5 years) took part, all with normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision. Stimuli were as in Experiment 4a, though only the target-alone uncrowded conditions were used. Stimulus 
sizes varied between 2.0–3.9° (M = 3.1°) horizontally and 2.9–5.4° (M = 4.5°) vertically. This led to on-screen 
horizontal eye displacements of 0.15–0.27° (M = 0.22°) for the “large shift” condition and 0.07–0.14° (M = 0.11°) 
for the ‘small shift’ condition. As in Experiments 2 and 4a, observers judged whether the target, presented at 12° 
eccentricity, was the same or different from the reference face in terms of eye position. The target was always pre-
sented in isolation (“uncrowded”) and was either upright or inverted, resulting in 480 trials per eye shift condition 
(2 same-different conditions × 30 repetitions per face × 4 blocks).

Results and Discussion. As in Experiment 2, d′ was calculated as a measure of observers’ sensitivity to 
differences in eye separation. Results for Experiment 4a are shown in Fig. 4B. It is clear that the smaller eye 
shifts were harder to detect even when the target was uncrowded (plotted in Fig. 4B against data with large dis-
placements from Experiment 2). Nonetheless, crowding still had a significant effect on identifying differences 
in horizontal eye displacement: Bonferroni corrected t-tests showed that performance with uncrowded targets 
was better than in conditions where the target was surrounded by flankers of the same (t[4] = 8.23, P = 0.003) or 
different orientation (t[4] = 6.04, P = 0.012). Importantly however, when crowded, there was no significant dif-
ference between observers’ ability to detect small eye displacements with upright vs. inverted flankers (t[4] = 0.5, 
P > 0.99). The equivalent difficulty of these two conditions resembles the pattern of results for inverted targets in 
identity-matching tasks (Experiment 1).

These results provide direct evidence that an increase in task difficulty can obscure the selectivity of crowding 
for target-flanker similarity, even for upright target faces. Here we produce this effect using the same horizontal 
eye-judgements previously shown in Experiment 2 to produce a clear selectivity for target-flanker similarity. We 
argue that as performance drops for uncrowded targets, the range over which performance can vary in crowded 
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conditions becomes restricted, thereby obscuring any differences between the upright and inverted flanker con-
ditions. We explore this mechanism further in the General Discussion.

One criticism is that horizontal eye-judgement tasks may not engage holistic processes, and that the pattern 
observed in Experiments 2 and 4a is a result of this. The results of Experiment 4b, plotted in Fig. 4D, contradict 
this view. As in Experiment 2, the identification of large eye-shifts is equally difficult in upright and inverted 
faces, with no significant difference in performance between upright and inverted target conditions (t[4] = −0.14, 
P = 0.849, Bonferroni corrected). However, with small eye-shifts, we find a significant difference in performance 
between upright and inverted target conditions (t[4] = 3.76, P = 0.039, Bonferroni corrected), with small eye 
shifts being more difficult to identify in inverted faces. This inversion effect indicates that holistic processes are 
engaged when horizontal eye judgements are sufficiently subtle, in line with previous findings demonstrating a 
greater engagement of holistic processes when the discriminability of facial features is decreased37.

Figure 4. Design and results of Experiments 4a and 4b, designed to test the role of task difficulty. (A) 
Experimental conditions of Experiment 4a: Only upright targets were used, tested in the same crowding 
conditions as before: either in isolation or surrounded by either upright or inverted flankers. The top panel 
shows the large eye-shifts used in Experiment 2; the bottom panel shows the small eye-shifts used in Experiment 
4a. The horizontal eye positions of the target were either the same (“normal”, no eye-shift) or different (inward 
eye shift) to the reference. Face stimuli were taken from the Radboud Faces Database32 and edited. (B) Results 
of Experiment 4a: Results plotted for upright targets in the three crowding conditions, replotted with large eye-
shifts from Experiment 2 (N = 7) and small shifts from the current experiment (N = 5). Bars indicate average 
d′; dots indicate d′ for each observer. Grey brackets indicate the significance level of each condition comparison 
(n.s. not significant, *P < 0.05). (C) Experimental conditions of Experiment 4b: Targets were always presented 
in isolation, either upright or inverted. Upper panels show the large horizontal eye-shifts; lower panels show 
the small ones. (D) Results of Experiment 4b: Results plotted for upright and inverted targets for the two eye-
shift conditions (N = 5). Bars indicate average d′; dots indicate d′ for each observer. Grey brackets indicate the 
significance level of each condition comparison (n.s. not significant, *P < 0.05).
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We note that overall performance in the small eye-shift condition is lower than that reported in previous 
studies using eye shifts of similar magnitude, for stimuli presented foveally28,38. This is likely due to the peripheral 
presentation of our stimuli, with resulting decreases in visibility via reduced acuity and contrast sensitivity2, and 
a probable increase in within-face crowding35. Our inversion effect is similarly smaller than that found in these 
prior studies, though it is consistent with the range of values found more generally39,40. Nonetheless, the inversion 
effect that we observe, along with those found in prior studies28,38, suggests the potential for holistic processes to 
be engaged in judgements of horizontal eye separation.

These findings provide further evidence that the differing pattern of results in Experiments 1 and 2 did not 
arise simply due to our use of an identity task in the former and an eye-judgement task in the latter. In Experiment 
4b, with small eye-shifts, our horizontal eye-judgement task shows a significant inversion effect, the typical 
marker of holistic engagement20–24. If the “holistic similarity” criterion of crowding were to operate in a similar 
fashion, then we should have observed a stronger modulation of crowding in the small eye-shift condition of 
Experiment 4a – that is, the difference between upright and inverted flanker conditions should have increased (or 
at the very least, to have remained present). In contrast, we find no modulation of crowding by the orientation 
of the flankers on an upright face. This finding cannot be attributed to the task engaging primarily local pro-
cesses, given the presence of a significant inversion effect for the same task in Experiment 4b. Rather, our findings 
together demonstrate that the common factor that obscures the release from crowding is task difficulty, rather 
than any propensity for crowding to operate holistically – with high difficulty there is a lack of flanker modulation 
for crowding (here for upright faces), which can be revealed when difficulty is lowered (as in Experiment 2, with 
inverted faces).

Experiment 5
If task difficulty can account for the asymmetry in the crowding of faces (seen in Experiments 1 and 3), and holis-
tic similarity does not determine the strength of crowding, what is driving the difference in crowding with upright 
and inverted flankers when it occurs? It is important to consider here that inversion not only reduces the capacity 
for the holistic processing of faces, but also alters the features within faces. Relative to an upright face, inversion 
alters the orientation of each feature (i.e. the nose rotates to be upside-down), as well as the spatial order of these 
features (the eyes above nose above mouth pattern is reversed)28,41. More specifically, the spatial order of the fea-
tures results in a predominantly top-heavy pattern in upright faces that becomes predominantly bottom-heavy 
(in a retinotopic sense) when they are inverted42,43. Similar differences in feature positions have previously been 
shown to modulate crowding within letter-like stimuli – an upright T will be crowded less by inverted T flankers 
than by other configurations44, for instance. In our final experiment, we manipulated both the orientation of 
facial features and their spatial order independently in order to assess the contribution of these dimensions to the 
selectivity of face crowding for target-flanker similarity.

Methods. Μethods were similar to Experiment 2, with the following exceptions. Five observers (4 females, 
Mage = 25) took part, all with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The target and reference faces were always 
the face RaDF-090-1232, either with no eye shift or with the eyes and eyebrows displaced by 20 pixels inwards (as 
in Experiment 2). Stimulus sizes for each observer ranged between 2–4° (M = 3.2°) horizontally and 2.9–5.8° 
(M = 4.7°) vertically. This resulted in horizontal eye displacements between 0.15–0.36° (M = 0.26°) for stimuli 
presented on-screen.

We used the reference face with and without the horizontal displacements to manipulate the features and 
first-order relational properties41 of the flankers independently. To examine the effect of feature orientations, we 
rotated the facial features of the faces (to match an inverted face), whilst keeping their positions in the same spa-
tial order as the upright target (Fig. 5A, bottom panel). To examine the effect of the spatial order of facial features, 
we shifted their position in the faces (to match inverted faces) without rotating them (to match the upright target; 
Fig. 5A, top right panel). These two new “Thatcherised”45 faces, as well as the upright and inverted faces used in 
Experiment 2, served as the four different flanker conditions in this experiment.

In this experiment, the target face was always upright, with five crowding conditions, including “uncrowded”. 
These conditions with their relevant face flankers can be seen in Fig. 5A. In the first two crowded conditions, 
flankers were identical to the previous experiments: either upright flankers surrounding an upright target, or 
inverted flankers surrounding an upright target. In the third “inverted features” condition, the feature orienta-
tions were altered (i.e. rotated to be consistent with an inverted face) but their positions were held constant (con-
sistent with the spatial order of features in an upright face). For the final “inverted positions” condition, the facial 
feature orientations were held constant (to be consistent with an upright face) while the positions were rotated (to 
match the spatial order of an inverted face). This resulted in 1200 trials (5 crowding conditions × 2 same/different 
conditions × 15 repetitions per face × 2 target faces × 4 blocks).

Results and Discussion. Observers’ performance in detecting horizontal eye-shifts was measured in the five 
flanker conditions (Fig. 5A), with d′ again computed as an indicator of sensitivity to differences in eye-separation 
(Fig. 5B). A one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of crowding condition 
(F[4,16] = 99.85, P < 0.0001). Planned t-tests with Bonferroni corrections revealed that as in the other experi-
ments, there was strong crowding when an upright-face target was surrounded by upright flankers and signifi-
cantly weaker crowding with inverted flankers (t[4] = −6.001, P = 0.012). Importantly, when flankers had rotated 
features but kept the spatial order of an upright face (“Inverted features” in Fig. 5B), crowding remained strong 
and performance did not differ from that with upright flankers (t[4] = −1.566, P = 0.579). Crowding was how-
ever weakened (leading to improved performance) when flankers had upright features re-arranged to match the 
spatial order of an inverted face (“Inverted positions” in Fig. 5B) – performance in this condition was significantly 
better than performance with upright flankers (t[4] = −8.54, P = 0.003).
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Our findings thus demonstrate that it is the differences in the spatial order of facial features between target 
and flanker elements that drives the selectivity of upright face crowding. Although this spatial order is likely a 
key aspect for the engagement of holistic processing21–23, the results of Experiments 2, 4a, and 4b indicate that 
these differences in the spatial order between target and flanker elements can modulate crowding regardless of 
the degree of holistic engagement by the task. If this task were to exclusively drive featural (rather than holistic) 
crowding35, we should have observed a release from crowding with the inversion of facial features in the flankers. 
However, this condition produced an equivalent degree of crowding to upright flanker faces. The differences in 
crowding that we observe with inverted flanker faces and flankers with inverted feature positions (but upright 
feature orientations) suggest that it is the spatial order of faces that modulates crowding between faces, not the 
extent of holistic engagement.

Because upright faces are top-heavy stimuli, inversion changes the distribution of this content across the 
image, making inverted faces bottom-heavy42,43. When the spatial order of flanker features is changed by inverting 
their positions (whilst keeping their orientation constant), the flanker faces become similarly bottom heavy, again 
leading to a release from crowding with an upright (top-heavy) face. In contrast, changing the orientation of the 
features whilst maintaining upright spatial order in the flankers maintains the top-heavy content, and crowding 
remains strong. We have further quantified these differences in image content (see Supplementary Materials and 
Supplementary Fig. 1), and show that spatial order variations can well account for our results in this experiment. 
We further demonstrate that changes in the top-heavy nature of faces can also account for findings regarding 
“holistic crowding” obtained with Mooney faces25 (Supplementary Fig. 2). The lack of orientation selectivity 
observed by Louie et al.19 for houses may conversely reflect the more vertically balanced nature of the image con-
tent in this stimulus set – these cropped sections of house images are unlikely to produce a consistent difference 
in image content between upright and inverted elements. In sum, we argue that it is differences in the spatial order 
within target and flanker stimuli that modulates crowding, regardless of their propensity for holistic processing.

General Discussion
We have shown that crowding is driven by a general selectivity for target-flanker similarity, even in complex stim-
uli such as faces. In Experiment 1, we replicated the asymmetric pattern of crowding observed in Louie et al.19 
– for these identity judgements, crowding was strong for an upright target face surrounded by upright flankers, 
and weak with inverted flankers. In contrast, with an inverted target face, crowding was strong with both upright 
and inverted flankers. This asymmetry was previously argued to reflect the selectivity of an additional stage of 
crowding sensitive to holistic similarity in faces7,19,25, independent from the crowding of inverted faces and simple 
objects.

On the contrary, in Experiment 2, we examined judgements of horizontal eye separation, known to show 
minimal inversion effects28, and found that crowding was strong when the orientation of the flankers matched 
the target and weak when it differed for both upright and inverted target faces. The symmetric selectivity that 
we observe with this task is opposed to the predictions of the “holistic similarity” account, whereby crowding 

Figure 5. Design and results of Experiment 5, designed to test the selectivity of face crowding. (A) 
Experimental conditions: Only upright target faces were presented, with five flanker conditions: no flankers, 
flankers with upright positions and features (top left, upright flankers), flankers with inverted positions and 
features (bottom right, inverted flankers), flankers with inverted features but upright positions (bottom left, 
“inverted features”), and flankers with upright features but inverted positions (top right, “inverted positions”). 
Face stimuli were taken from the Radboud Faces Database32 and edited. (B) Results of Experiment 5: Results 
plotted for the five flanker conditions for upright targets (N = 5). Bars depict average d′; dots indicate d′ for 
each observer. Grey brackets indicate the significance level of each condition comparison (n.s. not significant, 
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01).
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should be modulated by the orientation of the flankers only for an upright holistically-processed target face. Our 
observation of this pattern with both upright and inverted target faces is therefore inconsistent with a distinct 
process for the crowding of upright faces. Rather, our results follow the more general pattern seen for a range of 
fundamental visual features, including orientation6,9,10, colour11–13, position18, motion13, and spatial frequency17, 
suggesting the operation of a general mechanism.

Why then does crowding show an asymmetric pattern of selectivity in some tasks but not others? Experiment 
4a shows that when horizontal eye shifts become more difficult to detect, crowding for an upright target face is as 
strong with inverted flankers as with upright flankers, a pattern that ordinarily occurs for inverted faces in tasks 
such as identity matching19 (replicated in Experiment 1) and vertical eye-judgements (Experiment 3). Experiment 
4b further demonstrates that these small horizontal eye shifts actually engage holistic processes to a greater extent 
than do larger shifts (consistent with prior work37). If crowding were operating holistically, one would therefore 
expect greater modulation of crowding by the orientation of the flankers in this case, rather than the lack of 
modulation that we observe. Rather, it is the increase in task difficulty, and not a lack of holistic processing, that 
can obscure the symmetric selectivity of crowding for target-flanker similarity, even for upright faces. The lack of 
apparent selectivity in these cases of high task difficulty can be attributed to a restriction in the range over which 
observers’ performance varies. By decreasing performance for uncrowded targets, task difficulty restricts the 
upper bound for the release from crowding. In the case of an inverted target face, the difficulty in making identity 
judgements obscures these modulations because the decline in uncrowded performance leaves little room for 
improvement.

In fact, similar effects of task difficulty can also be observed in previous studies using judgements of identity 
and gender that clearly engage holistic processes. In Experiment 1 of Louie et al.19, increasing levels of random 
dot noise were applied to the upright target face, making identity judgements gradually more difficult. With 
this increase in difficulty, crowding became equally strong with upright and inverted flankers at the fourth level 
of noise used in their study (their Fig. 1D). This effect was not due to a floor effect with uncrowded targets, as 
uncrowded performance remains above chance levels, meaning that the addition of the flankers could still make 
identity judgements harder. Nonetheless, upright target faces in this case were no longer modulated by the ori-
entation of the flankers. A similar effect can be observed for gender judgements used to examine crowding with 
Mooney faces25. Farzin et al.25 found that the recognition of uncrowded upright Mooney faces became more 
difficult with increasing eccentricity (their Figure 8C). Although an effect of target-flanker differences in face 
orientation was observed at eccentricities of 3° and 6°, at 10° these judgements became sufficiently difficult that 
the modulation disappeared. Once again, uncrowded judgements remain above chance, and yet the pattern of 
selectivity for target-flanker similarity disappears.

We have explored the effect of task difficulty further with a population model that is similar in principle to 
recent models of the effect of crowding on orientation46,47. By simulating a population response to interocular eye 
distance, consistent with psychophysical48,49 and physiological findings50,51, we can similarly model the crowding 
of faces as a pooling process that combines responses to the target and flanker elements. With this model, we 
demonstrate that an increase in task difficulty (produced by decreasing the interocular separation for horizontal 
eye judgements, as in Experiment 4) can decrease the separability of target and flanker signals (see Supplementary 
Fig. 3). Although an increase in target-flanker differences would ordinarily allow the target response to be clearly 
separated from flanker responses, an increase in task difficulty must be accompanied by a greater reduction 
in crowding to give the same separation in the population response. Similar complications would likely arise 
for judgements of identity with inverted faces. More generally, these effects of task difficulty may also explain 
“supercrowding” effects, where the masking of a target can impair its identification beyond the typical range of 
interference zones for crowding52.

Our final experiment demonstrates that the crowding of faces is driven by a selectivity for the spatial order 
of facial features. Crowding is strong when the spatial order of facial features (i.e. their first-order relations) are 
matched between target and flankers, and weak when they differ, regardless of individual feature orientations. 
This effect of spatial structure is broadly consistent with findings53 that schematic faces and electrical-plug flank-
ers crowd photographic faces more than Chinese characters (although these stimuli did not produce an effect 
of flanker orientation, likely due to the differences in texture, contrast, and spatial frequency content between 
target and flanker elements). The spatial order of facial features is a key aspect of holistic processes in face percep-
tion21–23, perhaps driven by the top-heavy42,43 vertical ordering of horizontal structure54–56. However, the results 
of Experiment 2 demonstrate that crowding is selective for target-flanker differences in this spatial order even 
with inverted target faces, irrespective of their capacity for holistic processing. With the photographic face stimuli 
used in our study, this selectivity could be driven by image-based differences in the vertical configuration of hori-
zontally oriented image structure (Figs S1 and S2). Although these differences in spatial structure clearly drive 
higher-level areas57, spatial variations of this nature could be processed in cortical areas as early as V158, V259,60 
or V461, all of which have been implicated in the general operation of crowding62–67. Spatial order has also been 
shown as relevant for crowding more generally, through its modulation by contours68,69, spatial regularity70–72, 
and the structure of letter-like stimuli44. There is therefore is no need to invoke multiple processes of crowding to 
explain the selectivity for target-flanker similarity in upright faces – changes in the spatial order of features within 
upright or inverted faces can modulate the strength of crowding via these more general processes.

Our argument that face crowding can be explained by a combination of selectivity for spatial order and task 
difficulty could also explain similar “holistic” findings for crowding. In particular, crowding for upright Mooney 
faces73 has been shown to be strong with upright Mooney flankers, and weak with inverted flankers25. As with 
photographic faces (Fig. S1), our image analyses show that upright Mooney faces are top-heavy stimuli, with 
the majority of their contours concentrated at the top of the face image, whereas inverted Mooney faces are 
bottom-heavy stimuli (Fig. S2). Furthermore, although the visibility of individual features is degraded in Mooney 
faces, prior work shows that their contours remain susceptible to within-face crowding in much the same fashion 
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as photographic face images (see Experiment 3 of Farzin et al.25). This identical susceptibility to inter-feature 
crowding suggests that similar processes can account for crowding in both stimulus types. A shift from top- to 
bottom-heavy spatial order in the Mooney flankers (relative to an upright target) would therefore be expected 
to reduce crowding, similar to the spatial-order effects seen with other stimuli44,68–71,72. As such, target-flanker 
differences in spatial order, rather than their propensity for holistic processing, could also drive the crowding of 
Mooney faces. The shift in the spatial order of image content could also drive crowding for other stimuli that have 
canonical upright configurations like faces, such as Chinese characters74 and biological-motion arrays75.

Altogether, our results demonstrate that when task difficulty is matched between upright and inverted target 
conditions, crowding for faces is selective for differences in the spatial order of facial features. We argue that this 
reflects a general selectivity for target-flanker similarity that determines the strength of interactions between 
stimuli ranging from faces19 to facial features (“within–face” crowding)35 and simple objects8,16,18. In other words, 
there is no need for an independent high-level crowding process that is selective for holistic similarity19,25 – 
crowding is likely to operate in the same way for all stimuli. Note that this does not contradict evidence for 
other higher-level effects in crowding, including the Gestalt grouping processes that have been shown to mod-
ulate crowding in multi-element arrays70,76,77. Additionally, our account is not necessarily inconsistent with the 
involvement of multiple visual processing stages7,26 or multiple visual brain areas62,63,66,78 in crowding. Given the 
wide range of stimuli susceptible to crowding (from colour patches and moving Gabors to faces), distinct cortical 
regions or populations of neurons may be involved in the computations that produce the disruption within each 
feature domain. In this sense, we cannot entirely exclude the possibility that the crowding of faces occurs in a dis-
tinct stage – we simply demonstrate here that the behavioural evidence for this possibility (based on differences 
in the selectivity of crowding) does not hold up to scrutiny. Importantly, even if separate processing stages are 
required for crowding, our results suggest that each should operate in the same fashion – with a common selec-
tivity for the visual similarity between target and flanker objects.
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Quantifying target-flanker similarity for our stimuli 

 In this section we consider the specific visual dimensions that underlie the 

selectivity of face crowding for target-flanker similarity. As well as reducing the 

propensity for holistic processing1-4, the inversion of a face alters both the 

orientation of the facial features and the spatial order of these features (i.e. the eyes 

above nose above mouth pattern is reversed)5. Differences between the target and 

flanker faces in either of these properties could be driving the variations in crowding 

that we observe. In Experiment 5, we independently assessed the contribution of the 

orientation and order of facial features in crowding by introducing two additional 

types of “Thatcherised”6 flanker faces. First, to examine the role of feature 

orientation, we constructed flankers with rotated facial features (to match an 

inverted face) where the position of features was maintained in the same first-order 

pattern as an upright face (“inverted features”). Second, to examine the role of the 

spatial order of the features, we shifted the position of facial features (to match 

inverted faces) without rotating them to maintain similarity with an upright face 

(“inverted positions”).  

 In order to consider the image-based differences introduced by these 

different flanker stimuli, we computed the Fourier energy for each flanker type in a 

range of spatial frequency and orientation bands. Analyses were conducted on four 

faces: the upright target face, an inverted version of the face (used in our 

experiments as both target and flankers), and the two Thatcherised flanker faces 

with either inverted features or inverted positions.  Images were padded with grey 

values to extend image dimensions to 1024×1024 pixels. Each image was then fast 

Fourier transformed before the amplitude spectrum was multiplied with wrapped 

Gaussian filters with a standard deviation of 20°, centred on orientations between 0° 

(horizontal) and ±90° (vertical) in 15° increments. Twenty peak spatial frequencies 

were tested in linear steps between 1-30 cycles per image and a bandwidth of one 

octave. After the inverse Fourier transform, the RMS contrast of all resulting images 

was adjusted to match the average RMS contrast of the original image set. Images 

were then cropped to retain only the central 512×512 pixels to avoid edge artefacts. 

Example images computed from this stage are shown in Supplementary Figure 1A.  
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 When the energy within the image is summed across all spatial frequencies, 

it is apparent that each image contained considerably more energy within horizontal 

bands than within vertical or oblique bands (Supplementary Figure 1B), consistent 

with previous reports7,8. The overall image content of these faces is therefore highly 

consistent (particularly since the upright and inverted faces are simply vertically 

flipped versions of each other, as are the two Thatcherised faces).  

To characterise the differences in the target and flanker faces that could 

drive the crowding of an upright target face (as observed in Experiment 5), we next 

subtracted each filtered face from the upright filtered face, separately within each 

spatial frequency and orientation band (on a pixel-by-pixel basis), and again summed 

the energy across the image. The resulting image differences were then squared and 

summed to compute the total energy difference between the faces. The average 

difference (across spatial frequency) within each orientation band is plotted in 

Supplementary Figure 1C. Firstly, the subtraction of an upright face from itself 

necessarily produces a zero difference in energy (data not shown). If we instead 

subtract an inverted face from the upright target (red line in Figure S1C), there are 

image differences at all orientations, though this is clearly more so in the horizontal 

bands than in the vertical or oblique ranges. The difference between an upright face 

and the Thatcherised face with inverted positions follows a nearly identical pattern, 

with extremely similar values (yellow line in Figure S1C). In contrast, the differences 

between an upright face and the Thatcherised face with inverted features (in the 

same positions as the upright face) are considerably reduced at all orientations 

(purple line in Figure S1C).  
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Figure S1: Image analyses for face stimuli 
A) Example face stimuli, taken from the Radboud Faces Database9 and edited as described in the 
Methods section of Experiment 5, after convolution with log-Gaussian filters in the Fourier domain. 
All images are shown after convolution with a peak spatial frequency of 5 cycles per image. The first 
column shows the following horizontally filtered faces (from top to bottom): an upright face, an 
inverted face, a Thatcherised face with inverted features, and a Thatcherised face with inverted 
positions. The second column shows the same faces but vertically filtered.  
(B) The total Fourier energy in each image, summed across spatial frequencies within each orientation 
band (where 0° = horizontal and 90° = vertical). Note that because upright and inverted faces are 
simply flipped versions of the same stimulus, their values overlap completely. The same is true for the 
two Thatcherised faces.  
(C) Differences in Fourier energy between each face type and an upright face, plotted as a function of 
the orientation band. Lines show the average and shaded regions show the 95% confidence interval 
across spatial frequencies. Note that the difference between upright faces lies at zero.  
(D) Differences in summed contrast energy between the upper and lower halves of each image used 
in Experiment 5. Positive values show ‘top-heavy’ and negative values show ‘bottom-heavy’ 
configurations. 
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 In part, these differences in image structure arise because faces are ‘top-

heavy’ stimuli with greater contrast variations in the upper half of the image 

(primarily due to the eyes and eyebrows) than the lower half10,11. We can quantify 

this in our stimuli by summing the squared contrast energy at all orientations and 

spatial frequencies within the lower-half of the image and subtracting this from the 

sum of squared contrast energy in the upper-half of the image. These values are 

shown in Figure S1D for the four stimuli used in Experiment 5, where positive values 

indicate ‘top-heavy’ stimuli and negative values show ‘bottom-heavy’ stimuli. Here it 

is apparent that an upright face is top-heavy, as is the ‘inverted features’ stimulus 

with features rotated in place. By contrast, both the inversion of the face image and 

the inversion of feature positions (with feature orientations kept constant) produces 

bottom-heavy stimuli. 

The image-level differences in Supplementary Figures 1C and 1D show a 

strong similarity with the results from Experiment 5 (shown in Figure 5). The current 

analyses show that the inversion of a face produces strong changes in the spatial 

order of the image, particularly for horizontally oriented structure, with a shift from 

a ‘top-heavy’ to a ‘bottom-heavy’ configuration. In Experiment 5, this difference was 

associated with a reduction in crowding with inverted-face flankers, relative to the 

crowding produced by upright flankers. Similar changes in image content are 

produced by re-arranging the positions of the upright features to match an inverted 

face – accordingly, in Experiment 5 we observe a clear reduction in crowding with 

these flankers. There was far less change in image content when the features were 

rotated in place, which indeed produced no change in crowding (relative to that 

produced by upright flankers).  

 The differences between upright and inverted faces in the distribution of 

image content have previously been used to examine holistic processes in face 

recognition, showing that horizontal content is a more effective driver of the 

behavioural signatures of configural processing7,12,13, and that top-heavy stimulus 

configurations drive infants’ looking preferences10,11. However, with crowding it is 

important to note the relations between target and flanker stimuli along these 

dimensions. Here we show that this image content differs markedly between upright 
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and inverted faces, as well as with Thatcherised faces with large changes in the 

spatial ordering of features. These differences in image content could determine the 

strength of crowding in face stimuli in a similar fashion to the changes produced by 

other differences in dimensions such as colour14-17, contrast polarity18, and 

orientation19-22. For instance, differences in feature positions of this kind have 

previously been shown to modulate crowding within letter-like stimuli – an upright T 

will be crowded less by inverted T flankers than by other configurations23. We 

consider these mechanisms further in the General Discussion. 
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Quantifying target-flanker similarity with Mooney faces 
The results of Experiment 5, combined with the above analyses of the 

orientation energy within face stimuli, suggest that the crowding of face stimuli is 

driven by target-flanker similarity in the top-heavy vertical configuration of 

horizontally oriented image structure, similar to the ‘bar codes’ argued to influence 

holistic processing in general24,25. However, evidence for an holistic stage of 

crowding derives not only from the recognition of photographic face stimuli26, but 

also from the usage of Mooney faces27 where local image content is much more 

difficult to discern28. As we argue in the General Discussion, although it is true that 

these stimuli are degraded in terms of the visibility of their local image features (e.g. 

it is often difficult to make out a nose from an isolated patch of the image), it is not 

the case that Mooney faces contain no features at all. For instance, Experiment 3 of 

the study by Farzin et al.27 demonstrates that these stimuli are susceptible to self-

crowding between local features in a similar way to photographic images of faces29. 

Mooney faces also contain a spatial configuration of oriented image structure that is, 

by and large, similar to that of regular faces24. Here we consider the effect of 

inversion on this image structure and how this may interact with crowding.  

 To examine the image content of Mooney faces, an identical set of analyses 

was performed for a set of Mooney faces as performed on our photographic face 

stimuli above. A set of 24 Mooney faces was obtained from the Mooney-MF 

database within the Psychological Image Collection at the University of Stirling*. 12 

were male and 12 female, with several faces that match those used previously by 

Farzin et al.27. To match stimuli to those analysed above, images were reduced to the 

same dimensions (395´292 pixels), with an oval-shaped aperture with the same 

dimensions then placed around stimuli to match the image shape required for 

presentation as crowding stimuli (as in Farzin et al.27). Two example images are 

shown in Supplementary Figures 2A and 2B. 

 What is immediately apparent upon examining these Mooney images (and 

example images in the study of Farzin et al.27) is their increased variability relative to 

standard face stimuli. In addition to standard frontal views of the face,  

																																																								
* Available online at http://pics.stir.ac.uk/  
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Figure S2. Image analyses for Mooney faces 
(A&B). Face 1 (A) and Face 16 (B) from the Stirling Mooney database*. The first column shows the 
faces after horizontal filtering with a peak spatial frequency of 8 cycles per image. The second column 
shows the same frequency band after vertical filtering. The first row shows the results for upright 
Mooney faces and the second for inverted ones.  
(C) The mean Fourier energy in each Mooney image, summed across spatial frequencies within each 
orientation band (where 0° = horizontal and 90° = vertical). Lines show the average and shaded 
regions show the 95% confidence interval across spatial frequencies.  
(D) The mean difference in Fourier energy between upright and inverted versions of each Mooney 
face, plotted as a function of the orientation band (with conventions as in panel C).  
(E) Differences in summed contrast energy between the upper and lower halves of each of the 24 
upright Mooney faces. Positive values show ‘top-heavy’ and negative values show ‘bottom-heavy’ 
configurations. 
 
many Mooney stimuli are in a rotated side profile (as in both examples in 

Supplementary Figure 2). The vertical content in these images is often further 

																																																								
*Available online at http://pics.stir.ac.uk/	
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emphasised by their being lit from the side. We therefore expected to see greater 

variability in the image content. 

 To examine the orientation energy within these images, the same analyses as 

above were performed – each image was padded with either black or white 

brightness values (matching the dominant image background) to extend image 

dimensions to 1024×1024 pixels. Each image was then fast Fourier transformed 

before the amplitude spectrum was multiplied with wrapped Gaussian filters with a 

standard deviation of 20°, centred on orientations between 0° (horizontal) and ±90° 

(vertical) in 15° increments. Twenty peak spatial frequencies were tested in linear 

steps between 1-30 cycles per image and a bandwidth of one octave. After the 

inverse Fourier transform, the RMS contrast of all resulting images was adjusted to 

match the average RMS contrast of the original image set. Images were then 

cropped to retain only the central 512×512 pixels to avoid edge artefacts. Inverted 

images were produced by mirror-reversing the image on the vertical plane. Examples 

are shown after horizontal and vertical filtering at 8 cycles per image for the two 

example faces. Notice (especially for the face in Supplementary Figure 2A) that there 

is a strong vertical component to the image and that the position of this energy 

changes after image inversion. The same is true for horizontal content, particularly 

for the face in Supplementary Figure 2B.  

 The total energy within each face was calculated by summing across all 

spatial frequencies. The mean value across orientation for the 24 Mooney faces 

examined herein is shown in Supplementary Figure 2C. Here it can be seen that the 

average across faces shows a bias towards the vertical orientations, unlike the 

dominance in horizontal bands with photographic face images. As above, this is due 

to the many Mooney images that have side-profile views with lighting from the side. 

We next characterised the differences in potential target and flanker faces that could 

drive the crowding of an upright target face (as observed in the study by Farzin et 

al.27). Inverted versions of each Mooney face were filtered and subtracted from 

upright versions, separately within each spatial frequency and orientation band (on a 

pixel-by-pixel basis), with the energy across the image then summed. The resulting 

image differences were squared and summed to compute the total energy 

difference between the faces. The average difference (across spatial frequency) 
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within each orientation band is plotted in Supplementary Figure 2D. This analysis 

reveals image differences between upright and inverted stimuli at all orientations, 

though unlike the pattern for photographic face images, this is greater in the vertical 

bands than in other ranges.  

Finally, as with the photographic images used in Experiment 5, we also 

computed the extent to which each Mooney face was top- or bottom-heavy in its 

distribution of contrast energy. This was computed by summing the squared contrast 

energy in the bottom half of the image and subtracting this value from the same sum 

in the upper half. Results are shown in Supplementary Figure 2E for upright versions 

of each of the 24 faces in this set, where positive values again indicate top-heavy 

facial configurations. A majority of the upright Mooney faces in this set were indeed 

top-heavy (17/24), though some showed small biases towards being bottom-heavy. 

The mean value is nonetheless positive (4.82 ´105), and a one-sided t-test shows this 

value to be significantly different from zero (t23 = 2.91, p=.008). In other words, 

when they are upright, Mooney faces are on average top-heavy stimulus 

configurations just like photographic faces. The inversion of these stimuli would then 

predominantly produce bottom-heavy stimuli.  

 The outcome of these analyses suggests that similar processes can account 

for the effects of crowding on Mooney faces27 as those that we report to account for 

the effects on photographic face images26. Although Mooney faces are certainly 

more difficult to recognise than photographic face images, perhaps due to the 

attenuation of horizontal content shown in our analyses above, it is not the case that 

they contain no oriented content at all. Our analyses here demonstrate that a bank 

of oriented filters produces outputs with a bias towards the vertical, and that the 

structure of these variations changes from a predominantly top-heavy configuration 

to one that is predominantly bottom-heavy when inverted. As in the results of our 

Experiment 5, this shift from top- to bottom-heavy configuration in flanker elements 

(relative to an upright target face) would be expected to reduce crowding, similar to 

the effects seen with letter-like stimuli23. As we argue in the General Discussion, 

these stimuli can certainly produce inter-feature crowding (Farzin et al.27, 

Experiment 3), suggesting that these contours are themselves susceptible to 

crowding, just as occurs within photographic face stimuli29. The effects of task 
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difficulty are also apparent with these stimuli (Farzin et al.27, Experiment 4), just as 

seen in previous studies with photographic images26 and in Experiment 4 of our 

study. We therefore argue that Mooney faces do not require an additional stage of 

holistic crowding to account for the observed effects of flanker orientation – simpler 

operations based on target-flanker similarity of the kind invoked more generally to 

account for crowding suffice to account for the entirety of these effects.  
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Simulations of the effects of task difficulty on face crowding 

 In Experiment 2 we demonstrate that the selectivity of face crowding is 

identical for upright and inverted target faces when the task involves judgements of 

horizontal eye position. This differs from the patterns observed in Experiment 1 for 

judgements of identity, and in Experiment 3 with judgements of vertical eye position 

(Figure 3). We attribute this to the susceptibility of these latter tasks to inversion30-

32, not because this eliminates holistic processing per se, but because the resulting 

increase in task difficulty obscures the selectivity of crowding for target-flanker 

similarity. Accordingly, the results of Experiment 4a demonstrate that it is possible to 

obscure the selectivity of crowding with upright faces by increasing task difficulty. 

We achieved this by reducing the interocular separation in our face stimuli. 

Conveniently, this also presents the opportunity to conduct model simulations of 

this process, and to consider how this finding generalises to other tasks like identity 

judgements. 

 We thus performed a set of simulations on the effect of crowding for faces, in 

the context of horizontal eye judgements. This allowed us to consider both the 

potential mechanisms underlying these crowding effects and the effect of task 

difficulty. We first assume that there exists a population of detectors that is sensitive 

to dimensions such as eye position. This is consistent with both theoretical proposals 

regarding “face space”33, adaptation effects that shift the perceived eye position 

within faces34,35, and physiological measurements in the Inferior Temporal (IT) lobe 

of macaques36,37. Here we simulate a population of detectors selective for 

interocular eye separation in particular. We do so for the ease of modelling, rather 

than as a proposal that a population of this nature would be specifically utilised for 

this purpose – of course, interocular eye separation could be encoded either wholly 

by or in conjunction with cells selective for other facial properties.  

Within this population, we assume that each detector is sensitive to a range 

of eye separations with a Gaussian tuning function that has a peak sensitivity 

centred on a particular eye separation, and some sensitivity to nearby values of eye 

separation, similar to the selectivity of V1 neurons for orientation38, MT/V5 neurons 

for direction39, and so on. Following the principles of population coding40 the 
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distribution of the resulting population activity would be a Gaussian function centred 

on the eye separation of the stimulus, with a bandwidth of activity equivalent to the 

sensitivity bandwidth of the underlying detectors. The perceived value of eye 

separation could then be read out from this distribution (e.g. as the peak response, 

or via maximum likelihood estimation).  

 The relationship between detector sensitivity and the population response 

means that we can simulate the population response directly as a Gaussian function. 

We do so here by generating a Gaussian function with a base value of 0.1 and a peak 

of 1.0, using one free parameter for the standard deviation (to mimic the sensitivity 

bandwidth of the underlying detectors) and another for the magnitude of Gaussian 

noise that was added to this response distribution. If we encode the “normal” 

reference face with an eye-separation value of zero, then the population response to 

this face will be a Gaussian distribution centred on zero, as shown in Figure S3A. 

These responses are shown as the average of 720 trials (as in our experiments), 

generated with an SD of 8 pixels for illustration, and with a comparatively large 

range in the x-axis of ±60 pixels to make the population response clear. When the 

crowded target face is the same as the reference (on “target same” trials) then a 

similar distribution would arise for this interval. A target face with a large inwards 

shift would produce a similar Gaussian with a mean located at -20 pixels for the 

easily detected larger inwards shifts (as in Experiment 2). With this model, we can 

depict the task as involving a judgement regarding whether the peak of the 

population response lies on either side of a criterion value – depicted here as a 

dashed line at -10 pixels (Figure S3A). This is an ideal criterion for the 20 pixel eye 

shifts, sitting midway between the peak response to either face type. Peaks to the 

right of this criterion would be classed as the “same” as the reference; those to the 

left would be classed as “different”. We can therefore simulate the task performed 

by our observers in this way.  
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Figure S3: Model simulations for the crowding of eye positions 

(A) Reference response distribution (large shift): Population response distributions to the reference 
face, with interocular eye separation on the x-axis (in pixels) and the population response on the y-
axis. The green dashed line indicates the decision criterion at -10 pixels. The solid line plots the mean 
response across 720 trials (as in our experiments), with the shaded region showing the standard error 
of the mean. Responses to an unaltered target face (on “target same” trials) would be identical.  
(B) Flanker response distribution (large shift): Simulated responses to the combination of all six flanker 
elements. Three flankers had an eye separation centred on zero (unaltered) and three had the eyes 
shifted inwards by 20 pixels (as in Experiment 2)  
(C) Crowded response distribution (large shift): The combined population response after crowding, 
modelled as the weighted average of target and flanker responses shown in A and B. A target weight 
of 0.66 has been applied.  
(D) Reference response distribution (small shift): Population response distributions to the reference 
face with more difficult judgements. Plotted as in panel A, with the decision criterion now at -5 pixels.  
(E) Flanker response distribution (small shift): Simulated responses to the six flanker elements. Three 
flankers had zero eye separation; three had the eyes shifted inwards by 10 pixels (as in Experiment 4a 
and 4b). 
(F) Crowded response distribution (small shift): The combined population response after the weighted 
average of target and flanker responses in D and B with a target weight of 0.66. 
(G) A comparison of observed and simulated d' values. Mean d' values from Experiments 2 and 3 are 
shown here as bars, with simulated values from the best-fitting version of our model shown via violin 
plots. The simulated mean d' (of 1000 simulations) for each condition is shown as a black circle.  
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On crowded trials, targets were surrounded by six flankers: three reference 

faces and three faces with eyes shifted inwards (by 20 pixels in Experiment 2). The 

combined population response to these flankers would be a bimodal profile with 

peaks at each of the two eye-separation values, as shown in Figure S3B (again the 

average of 720 trials). In order to simulate crowding in these instances, we follow 

recent models of crowding that depict the process as a pooling of target and flanker 

elements41-45, and in particular to models that attribute this pooling to a 

combination of population responses to the target and flanker elements42,43. Rather 

than directly averaging these population profiles, we take a weighted average that 

allows a modulation of the precise combination of target and flanker responses, 

similar to previous models41,46. When the weighting of the target is high in this 

combination (relative to that of the flankers) there will be less crowding than when 

the weighting of the target is low. In this model, the precise weighting of the target 

was set as a third free parameter ranging from 0-1, with the flanker weighting equal 

to one minus this value. If we multiply the population response of the target by the 

target-weighting value, and the population response to the flankers by the flanker-

weighting value, then the crowded combination is produced by adding these values.  

An example crowded population profile for the large eye-shifts is plotted in 

Figure S3C, produced with a target weight of 0.66. This gives a bimodal response, 

albeit with a higher peak (on average) for the target eye separation, given the higher 

weighting of the target response in this “target same” trial. For this population and 

this value of the target weight, we observe the reverse pattern of bimodality on 

target-different trials when the response to the target would be centered on -20 

pixels. Nonetheless, in both cases, the secondary peak in this response distribution 

(caused by the flankers) increases the potential noise in the population response to 

lead to errors on individual trials. The potential for errors is increased as the flanker 

weighting increases.  

To obtain a release from crowding when the flankers are inverted (as in the 

“flankers differ” condition of our results), we can therefore simply reduce the weight 

of the flankers in the weighted average. This is similar to the way that prior models 

have simulated the effects of target-flanker similarity46 and the reduction in 
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crowding with an increase in target spacing42. In other words, with an upright face 

amongst upright flankers there is a high flanker weight in the average, which is then 

reduced for an upright target amongst inverted flankers. The precise degree of the 

release from crowding is the fourth free parameter in our model, implemented as a 

value between 0-1 that is subtracted from the target weight in the “flankers match” 

condition.  

Task difficulty is introduced here simply by decreasing the eye-separation to 

10 pixels, as in Experiment 4a. As with the larger eye shift, the population response 

distribution to a “normal” reference face would be centered on zero (Figure S3D). 

When the target matches the reference face, the response would be identical. 

However, when the target face has a small inward eye shift (“target different” trials), 

the response would be represented by a Gaussian distribution centered at -10 pixels. 

The ideal criterion value would thus lie at -5 pixels, sitting midway between the peak 

response value to a normal face and the peak to a face with a 10 pixel inwards eye 

shift (dashed line, Figure S3D). The target distribution is then combined with the 

population response to the flankers. As in Experiment 2, three flankers had “normal” 

eyes and three had eyes shifted inwards, in this case by 10 pixels. Given the broad 

response profiles to these values, the reduction in eye shift for this experiment 

means that the combined response to the six flankers in the “flankers match” 

condition would have a unimodal profile centred on the criterion value (Figure S3E).  

As seen in Figure S3F, the response profile for the combined target and 

flanker responses (produced with a weight of 0.66) is also unimodal, with a peak 

between the target value and the decision criterion. As such, there is a higher rate of 

responses on the side of the flankers compared to the 20 pixel eye shift, which 

would increase the number of errors. A similar increase in errors would be observed 

in “target different” trials. This illustrates that when difficulty is increased by 

reducing the eye shift (as in Experiment 4a), there is greater overlap between target 

and flanker distributions, and thus a greater propensity for errors to arise due to 

noise. 

 From the above distributions we can obtain d' values by simulating both 

target-same and target-different trials and extracting the peak population response 

on each trial. Using the location of these peaks on each trial in relation to the 
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decision criterion (as above), we can score each trial as producing a correct or 

incorrect response, and then compute a percent correct score in each condition, as 

in our experiments. We performed these simulations with the same number of trials 

as the real experiment – 720 trials per observer with 5 observers – repeated 1000 

times. The best-fitting parameters for the model were an SD of 13.47 pixels, a noise 

magnitude of 0.32, target weighting of 0.66 (out of 1), and a crowding release of 

0.09 (the difference in target weight in the “flankers match” vs. “flankers differ” 

conditions).  

The results of these simulations are shown in Figure S3G. Mean d' values 

from our experiment are shown as the bar plots, with simulated distributions of d' 

values shown in each case as a violin plot for the distribution of all simulated values, 

where the mean of the 1000 simulations is a white circle. For the “easy” condition 

with large eye shifts, the model clearly follows the data – d' values are high when the 

target is uncrowded, decreased with flankers that match the upright orientation of 

the target, and less impaired when the flankers differ by being inverted. For the 

difficult condition (“small shift”), uncrowded performance drops significantly, with a 

further decrease for the crowded conditions. The release from crowding is then 

considerably muted in these simulations – because performance is reduced overall, 

the effect of noise is greater and the release from crowding has far less effect. 

 The mean difference between crowded d' values for our model is 0.42 with large 

eye shifts and 0.20 for the more difficult small eye-shift condition. Note that the 

effect of task difficulty in this sense has nothing to do with our free parameters – this 

is simply introduced by altering the input values for eye separation from -20 to -10 in 

the target-different conditions. It is the combination of lowered performance and 

noise that flattens the selectivity of crowding for target-flanker similarity. 

 How might we then implement the effect of inversion within this framework? 

For example, for the effects we observe in Experiment 3 with vertical eye-

judgements, inversion could be implemented in several ways. Inversion is generally 

thought to produce a shift from configural processing to more local processing1. This 

may result in either a specific impairment in configural dimensions (that are not 

coded in a local/featural manner) or the use of inappropriate facial landmarks. To 

model the effects of vertical eye-position in this sense, inversion could be 
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implemented as an increase in the noise associated with these eye-judgements, 

thereby increasing the propensity for errors, or it may broaden either the spatial or 

featural selectivity of the detectors sensitive to eye position (as suggested for the 

orientation selectivity of face identification8, for instance). In these cases, the effects 

of inversion would be similar to the effect of reduced eye displacements modeled 

above.  

 Of course, inversion also disrupts the identification of faces31,32. These effects 

could similarly be modelled in a crowding paradigm via an increase in noise, an 

increase in the spatial or featural bandwidth of the underlying detectors, or even as 

a shift in the population responses towards the decision boundary. In this case, the 

population response would be distributed across dimensions more relevant to 

identity (e.g. within a “face space”33). Nonetheless, by expanding out from our 

simple model of interocular separation, we can consider that the effect of crowding 

on judgements of identity may arise in a similar fashion to that observed herein with 

judgements of eye position. Importantly however, it is not the mechanisms of 

crowding that would change with inversion in these cases, but rather the difficulty of 

the task, which in turn determines whether the selectivity of crowding for target-

flanker similarity is evident or not. In this sense, we argue that crowding shares a 

common mechanism in all cases, rather than requiring processes specific to the 

holistic encoding of faces. 
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